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Abstract: This paper proposes an optimization model for the airport ground movement problem（GMP）based on
bilevel programming to address taxi conflicts on the airport ground and to improve the operating safety and efficiency.
To solve GMP，an iterative heuristic algorithm is designed. Instead of separately investigating each problem，this
model simultaneously coordinates and optimizes the aircraft routing and scheduling. A simulation test is conducted on
Nanjing Lukou International Airport（NKG） and the results show that the bilevel programming model can clearly
outperform the widely used first-come-first-service（FCFS）scheduling scheme in terms of aircraft operational time
under the precondition of none conflict. The research effort demonstrates that with the reduced operating cost and the
improved overall efficiency，the proposed model can assist operations of the airports that are facing increasing traffic
demand and working at almost maximum capacity.
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0 Introduction

Airports are experiencing ever more conges⁃
tions on ground movements，due to the long-term
growth of air transportation. It has increased air traf⁃
fic controllers’workload， safety risks，operating
costs and decreased passenger comfort. More noise
pollution and exhaust emissions have also impeded
airports’sustainable growth. Currently，increasing
the throughput capacity and efficiently using existed
infrastructure are two major methods in airport sur⁃
face operations to relieve congestions［1］. As the for⁃
mer is always restricted by stringent land use and fi⁃
nancial investment［2］，optimizing the usage of air⁃
port terminal areas has become the leading ap⁃
proach. Airport surface resources consist of gates，
taxiways and runways. As taxiways are the physical
links between gates and runways，optimization of
ground movement on taxiways directly relates to

other problems，like gate assignment and runway se⁃
quencing［3-5］. Therefore， the taxiway operation is
crucial to the holistic airside efficiency.

Atkin et al.［6］ attributed the airport ground
movement problem（GMP） to a fundamental rout⁃
ing and scheduling problem. An aircraft is instructed
to taxi from the source to its destination following a
specific path（taxi routes） in a timely manner，e. g.
pushback delays，holding patterns and speed pro⁃
files. In the case where only a few aircraft need to be
dealt with at one time，a shortest path algorithm，

like Dijkstra’s algorithm or A*，can be used to gen⁃
erate taxi routes. For larger hub airports with more
intensive traffic flows on the ground，an alternative
routing and scheduling strategy is required to avoid
conflicts between moving aircraft as well as to in⁃
crease overall efficiency.

Some studies have dealt with GMPs using the
mixed integer linear programming（MILP），where
objective functions and constraints are formulated as
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linear expressions with the presence of both integers
and continuous variables. Time variables are either
discretized through an exact position approach，usu⁃
ally under a time-space network model［7］，or de⁃
scribed as continuous ones when binary variables are
used to represent the ordering of passing taxiway in⁃
tersections or sectors［8］. In Ref.［3］，a comprehen⁃
sive MILP model were incorporated with the reced⁃
ing horizon scheme in conformance with the dynam⁃
ic nature of airport GMPs，and an iterative algo⁃
rithm was designed to fasten the computation. As a
GMP is essentially an NP-hard problem，the en⁃
largement of the problem scale will dramatically in⁃
crease the complexity of the algorithm. Other prac⁃
tices in MILP for GMPs can be found in Refs.［9-11］.

Considering the difficulty of developing an ex⁃
act algorithm in terms of MILP formulation，some
researchers adopted either heuristics or metaheuris⁃
tics in searching for an acceptable approximate opti⁃
mization rather than a perfect theoretical one. These
approaches usually compensate for the loss of opti⁃
mality by relatively short time span. Nogueira et al.［12］

used the ant colony algorithm to optimize taxi routes
of aircraft. They searched optimal taxi routes and
minimized taxi time in accordance with safety con⁃
straints. Weiszer et al.［13］ presented an integrated op⁃
timization approach for airport ground operation.
They adopted an active routing（AR） strategy in
the model to obtain the shortest taxi time. Other
studies involving the application of heuristics in
GMPs can be found in Refs.［14-18］.

In recent studies on airport GMPs，multiple as⁃
pects of interest have been considered，including the
incorporation with runway sequencing［3-4，19-20］，pollu⁃
tion emission［1，21］ and the issue of uncertainty［22-25］.
These efforts essentially focused on the routing and
scheduling problem，despite their different research
scopes.

To our best knowledge，a critical issue that has
not been adequately addressed in this domain is the
integrating and coordinating both routing and sched⁃
uling problems simultaneously，instead of previous
attempts on only one problem. Biased focus on ei⁃

ther side may lose the global optimality of the over⁃
all GMP and the airport airside capacity is potential⁃
ly decreased. Therefore，we propose a bilevel pro⁃
gramming model dealing with routing and schedul⁃
ing simultaneously from the collaborative perspec⁃
tive. To the best of our knowledge，no other re⁃
search has introduced the use of bilevel program⁃
ming on GMP though this method has been applied
to other transport optimization problem，as illustrat⁃
ed in Refs.［26-29］. An iterative heuristic is then de⁃
signed to solve the problem in an efficient way.

1 Problem Description and Bilevel
Modeling

1. 1 Ground movement problem

As aforementioned，airport GMPs can be de⁃
fined as the work of assigning taxi routes and the
timings of arriving at taxiway sectors or intersec⁃
tions for both arrival and departure flights. The run⁃
ning procedure for an arrival flight is taxiing from
runway exit to a predetermined gate following a spe⁃
cific path，while a departure flight taxies from the
gate to an assigned runway threshold. In the taxiing
process，a prescribed safety separation should be
strictly maintained between any two aircraft in order
to avoid conflicts. Fig.1 demonstrates the taxi sched⁃
uling flow in a large airport.

In order to clarify the research category and
standardize the research content，certain assump⁃
tions and simplifications are defined as follows，
though it may compromise the fidelity of the model.

（1）Airport ground is abstracted to a directed
graph G=(V，E )，where V and E represent nodes
and edges，respectively. Any edge ( v1，v2 ) ∈E con⁃
necting nodes v1 and v2 has a direction，which
means aircraft are only allowed to taxi from v1 to v2.

（2） In order to constrain the problem scale
within a manageable range，it is assumed that the
taxi route for each aircraft is selected from a set of
predetermined feasible routes.

（3）Aircraft ground taxi is a continuous opera⁃
tion process，which involves massive operating da⁃
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ta. In this paper，the ground taxi research is conduct⁃
ed within a busy period during peak hours.

（4） The moving speed of an aircraft is as⁃
sumed to be constant during taxiing. The process is
continuous and unimpeded，which means any stop⁃
ping and waiting is not allowed. Taxi conflicts are
avoided by controlling the time of entering taxiway
and selecting the taxi routes.

（5）Some adjacent stands are integrated as an
apron. This model only requires aircraft to be as⁃
signed to certain aprons. The number of stands in
each apron is sufficient for all the departure and ar⁃
rival aircraft within the planned period， and the
stand for each aircraft is assigned in advance.

（6） The departure aircraft taxies from the
stand to the runway threshold，and the arrival air⁃
craft taxies from runway exit to the stand. Both the
runway threshold and the exit for each aircraft are
fixed.

1. 2 Bilevel programming model

In the ground movement bilevel programming
model，the decision variable at the upper level is the
start time of taxiing. By controlling the start time of
taxiing，it aims at reducing conflicts during taxiway
operation and aircraft’s waiting time before taxiing.
The decision variable at the lower level is the taxi
routes assigned for aircraft. The taxi conflicts and
travel distance can be reduced after selecting proper
routes. Notations used in this model are presented in
Table 1.

The objective of the upper-level programming
is to minimize the total waiting time and the number
of conflicts for all arrival and departure aircraft. The
decision variable is the start time of taxiing T s

i . Dur⁃
ing the scheduling process，the targets are minimiz⁃
ing waiting time of arrival and departure aircraft and
lowering the ground operation costs，as well as re⁃
solving conflicts and improving efficiency. Depar⁃
ture aircraft are supposed to start taxiing as early as
possible to reduce the delay at stands. Meanwhile，

Table 1 Notations

F

F d

F a

N

N i

N i
up

N i
low

Lpq

Vi

Tip

T s
i

R ipq

Zijp

d sep

ETA i

ETP i
ETD i

ca

cd

Set of all aircraft within the planned period,F=
{ f1,f2,⋯,fk }
Set of departure aircraft within the planned period
Set of arrival aircraft within the planned period
Set of all nodes, any node np,nq ∈N
Taxi route of aircraft fi, which is composed of sev⁃
eral nodes, N i={ ni1,ni2,⋯,niki }
Taxi route of aircraft fi at the upper level
Taxi route of aircraft fi at the lower level
Edge length between nodes np and nq
Taxi speed of aircraft fi
Time of aircraft fi arriving at node np
Time of aircraft fi starting taxiing
Equal to 1 if aircraft fi taxies from node np to node
nq, otherwise equal to 0
Equal to 1 if aircraft fi arrives at node np before air⁃
craft fj, otherwise equal to 1
Safety separation between aircraft fi and fj
Estimated arrival time of aircraft fi, i.e. start time
of taxiing
Estimated pushback time of aircraft fi
Estimated departure time of aircraft fi
Waiting cost of arrival aircraft
Waiting cost of departure aircraft

Fig.1 Operation flow on airport ground
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the arrival aircraft should land as early as possible to
minimize the costs of waiting and impacts on follow-

up flights. Thus， the objective function and con⁃
straints at the upper level are formulated as follows

min Z 1 = (∑
i∈ F d
cd (T s

i -ETP i )+ ∑
i∈ F a
ca (T s

i -

ETA i )+M ⋅ δ) (1)

N i
up = N i

low (2)
T s
i ≥ETP i ∀fi ∈ F d (3)

T f
i ≤ETD i ∀fi ∈ F d (4)

T s
i ≥ETA i ∀fi ∈ F a (5)

Eq.（1） is the objective function at the upper
level. Since the cost of waiting is higher in the air
than in the stands，the waiting cost of arrival aircraft
ca is set to be greater than that of departure aircraft
cd. δ stands for the number of taxiing conflicts hap⁃
pened，and M is a big positive number used as pen⁃
alty for conflicts. In Eq.（2），the aircraft taxi routes
calculated at the lower level are transferred to be a
constraint at the upper level. Eq.（3）ensures the de⁃
parture aircraft must not start taxiing until the esti⁃
mated pushback time. Eq.（4）ensures the departure
aircraft must enter the runway prior to the estimated
departure time. Eq.（5） ensures the arrival aircraft
must start taxiing after the estimated arrival time.

The objective of the lower-level programming
is to minimize the total taxi time of all aircraft by
properly assigning taxi routes for the aircraft. The
decision variable is the feasible taxi route for aircraft
fi，N i={ ni1，ni2，…，niki }. The aircraft is supposed to
start taxiing according to the time passed from the
upper level. The objective function and constraints
at the lower level are formulated as follows

min Z 2 = (∑
fi ∈ F
(Tiniki

- Tini1
)+M ⋅ δ) (6)

Tini1
= T s

i (7)
Lpq

Vi
⋅Ripq-M ( 1- Ripq )≤ Tiq- Tip

∀fi ∈ F ; ∀np,nq ∈N (8)
Zijp (Tip+ τijp )≤ ZijpTjp

∀fi,fj ∈ F ; np ∈N (9)

Zijp- Zijq ≤ 2-( Ripq+ Rjpq )
∀fi,fj ∈ F ; ∀np,nq ∈N (10)

Zijp- Zijq≥-2+( Ripq+ Rjpq )
∀fi,fj ∈ F ; ∀np,nq ∈N (11)

Zijp- Zijq ≤ 2-( Ripq+ Rjqp )
∀fi,fj ∈ F ; ∀np,nq ∈N (12)

Zijp- Zijq≥-2+( Ripq+ Rjqp )
∀fi,fj ∈ F ; ∀np,nq ∈N (13)

Eq.（6） is the objective function at the lower
level，where Tini1

is the time of aircraft fi arriving at
the first node，and Tiniki

the time of aircraft fi arriving

at the last node. Eq.（7） transfers the start time of
taxiing at the upper level as a constraint at the lower
level. For each aircraft，Eq.（8） ensures the taxi
time from one node to another is shorter than or
equal to the time difference between their arrivings，
which reflects the constraint of the continuous opera⁃
tion. Eq.（9）is used to detect conflicts between two
aircraft in any node or taxiway chain，in which τijp is
the time-equivalent safety interval and τijp=(Tiq-
Tip ) /Lpq ⋅ d sep. Eqs.（10—13）are used to detect rear-
end conflicts and head-on conflicts. Any dissatisfac⁃
tion for the inequalities in Eqs.（9—13）will lead to
an increasing number of conflict points δ.

2 Iterative Solution Method

To solve the bilevel programming model，the
first step is to initialize the decision variable at the
upper level. Each aircraft is randomly given an ini⁃
tial solution within reasonable ranges，that is，the
start time of taxiing for both departure and arrival
aircraft is provided. Then at the lower level，within
the constraints of this parameter，proper taxi routes
are scheduled to optimize the objective function.
The solution is fed to the upper level. Afterwards，
the upper level makes the better decision once again
based on the optimized solution from the lower level
and returns the result to the lower level. This pro⁃
cess will be repeated till the stopping criterion is ful⁃
filled. Fig.2 illustrates it in detail.

As the genetic algorithm（GA）has the advan⁃
tages of less computation，rapid convergence and
few parameters，this paper imitates the iterative and
evolutionary process of it. A solution to ground
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scheduling problem based on bilevel programming is
shown as follows.

Step 1 Initialization. Suppose generation g=
0，and the waiting time at the upper level is random⁃
ly assigned within reasonable ranges. Then the total
waiting time TD is calculated and the waiting time
solution { T 1，…，Ti，…，Tn } and TD are passed to
the lower-level programming. To initiate taxi routes
at the lower level，routes Ri are randomly selected
for each aircraft under the constraints of waiting
time { T 1，…，Ti，…，Tn }，and then the taxi routes
solution { R 1，…，Ri，…，Rn } are formed. Finally，
the total travel distance L is calculated.

Step 2 The time arriving at each node in the
selected route is calculated and the number of con⁃
flicts δ is detected through constraints （9—13）.
The routes solution，total travel distance and the
number of conflicts are then handed over to the up⁃
per level.

Step 3 Suppose generation g= g+ 1. The
upper level duplicates the waiting time solution in w
groups and adjust the time in each group by introduc⁃
ing a random number τ ∈ (- 10，10). Eq.（14）lim⁃
its the variation range of the waiting time. The wait⁃
ing time Ti of each aircraft fi will mutate with a spec⁃
ified probability σ

Ti= {0 Ti+ τ< 0
Ti+ τ Other
MaxDelay Ti+ τ>MaxDelay

(14)

Step 4 The total waiting time T w
D is calculat⁃

ed for each group. Then，based on the time solu⁃

tion，as well as combined with latest route solution，
the upper level calculates the time arriving at each
node in the route and detects the number of con⁃
flicts δw.

Step 5 Among the duplicated groups in which
T w
D ≤ TD and δw ≤ δ，the optimal group is selected
as the new waiting time solution at the upper level.
The total waiting time and the number of conflicts
in this group are passed to the lower level.

Step 6 The lower level duplicates the taxi
routes solution in w groups and adjusts each route
with a specified probability σ. In order to reduce the
computing complexity， the alternative taxi routes
are selected from a predetermined feasible route set.

Step 7 The lower level calculates the total
travel distance Lw for each group. Then，the time ar⁃
riving at each node in the selected route are obtained
based on each route solution and relations with the
waiting time from the upper level. Through this ap⁃
proach，the number of conflicts δw is detected.

Step 8 Among the duplicated groups in which
Lw ≤ L and δw ≤ δ，the lower level selects the opti⁃
mal group as its latest taxi route solution. Similarly，
the routes，the total travel distance and the number
of conflicts are returned to the upper level.

Step 9 If g≥ gen，where“gen”means the
times of generation，the loop ends；otherwise goes
back to Step 3.

Step 10 If the number of conflicts δ= 0 at
this time，the solutions to taxi routes and waiting
time are taken as the final result of the bilevel pro⁃
gramming. Otherwise the solving process fails.

3 Computational Test

In this paper，the ground movement of Nanjing
Lukou Airport（NKG） is chosen as a studying ob⁃
jective. We select part of the airport and abstract
several adjacent stands as three integrated aprons
G1，G2 and G3. After omitting some irrelevant taxi⁃
ways and nodes，the taxiway layout is drawn with
37 nodes，48 edges，two runways and three inte⁃
grated aprons， as shown in Fig.3，where TML
means terminal.

Fig.2 Flow chart of solving process
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The flight schedule data are chosen between
8：00 and 8：15 during rushing hours，as listed in Ta⁃
ble 2. The estimated pushback and landing time of
departure and arrival flights are converted into the
start time of taxiing. The estimated departure time
is then converted into 5 min after starting taxiing. σ
is set to be 0.4 and w is set to be 100.

4 Result Analysis

4. 1 Simulation results

Simulation is conducted on MATLAB soft⁃
ware. We obtain the optimal solution Z *

1 = 186 s at
the upper level，and Z *

2 = 43 250 m at the lower lev⁃
el. The evolutionary processes of optimal solutions
at both upper and lower levels are illustrated in
Fig.4. For the curve of the upper level programming
（ULP），we can find that with the number of itera⁃

tions increasing，the value of total waiting time de⁃
clines from the large initial value. The first five gen⁃
erations have a rapid descent as the initial solution
has been randomly given a large value，resulting in
a higher number of conflicts and a function value.
Then，the total waiting time keeps going down as it⁃
eration moves forward. The total waiting time starts
leveling off since the 90th generation，reaching the
optimal solution within the maximum number of iter⁃
ations.

From the evolutionary curve of the lower level
programming （LLP）， the total travel distance
shows a stepped downward trend as iteration goes
further. The value decreases generally faster during
the first 100 generations. This phase gains better
evolutionary efficiency and a faster decrease of the
total length. Whereas only minor reductions appear
during the remaining，which is probably related to
the increasing difficulty of searching for a better solu⁃
tion as iteration moves forward.

Fig.5 illustrates the evolutionary process of the
number of conflicts and the relevant LLP object
function value during the 200 generations. As
shown in Fig.5，there are six conflict points initially.
The number of conflicts decreases to zero until the
113th generation. The result corresponds with the
general evolutionary trend of the object function val⁃
ue. Since conflicts are strictly prohibited in the de⁃
signed ground movement model，only conflicts-free
solutions can be considered as feasible，i. e.，solu⁃
tions after the 113th generation. We can conclude

Fig.4 Optimal solution evolution process at the upper and
the lower levels

Fig.3 Layout of NKG taxiway network layout

Table 2 Aircraft timetable

Aircraft
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Earliest
start time
08:00:00
08:00:00
08:02:00
08:02:00
08:04:00
08:05:00
08:06:00
08:06:00
08:08:00
08:08:00
08:10:00
08:11:00
08:12:00
08:14:00
08:15:00
08:15:00

Source

32
35
36
37
36
34
32
34
32
35
32
34
36
34
35
32

Destination

37
33
31
31
33
35
36
36
37
33
35
35
31
37
33
36

Arrival/
departure
A
D
D
D
D
A
A
A
A
D
A
A
A
A
D
A
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that it is adequate to set 200 as the maximal number
of iterations as the number of conflicts stalls for over
80 iterations. The setting ensures computational effi⁃
ciency and the acquirement of stable optimal solu⁃
tions.

Fig.6 illustrates the taxiing and the waiting
time of each aircraft in the optimal result. It is indi⁃
cated from the travel distance that all the aircraft suc⁃
cessfully taxi to their assigned destinations and have
balanced distances. Every waiting aircraft calls for
rather short waiting time，which is within the ac⁃
ceptable limit. Only No.4 and No.6 need to wait for
106 s and 80 s，respectively，accounting for 12.5%
of the total. The flight schedule only suffers a minor
disturbance. It is proved by simulation results that
the total time can be reduced substantially at the
cost of a little extra waiting time. It helps to improve
taxiing efficiency and lower operation cost.

We perform simulation by the first-come-first-
service（FCFS）algorithm on the same flight date.
Table 3 compares the simulation results.

In Table 3，for the FCFS scheme，the total
travel distance of the 16 aircraft is 35 330 m，and
2 208.1 m on average. As aircraft are operated ac⁃
cording to the flight plan，there is no waiting time.
In contrast，for the bilevel programming，the total
travel distance increases by 2.0% to 36 050 m，and
2 253.1 m on average. The total waiting time is 186 s，
and 11.6 s per aircraft，which are acceptable. The in⁃
tention of avoiding conflicts inevitably leads to the
presence of waiting time in the bilevel programming.
As a consequence， the taxiing efficiency and the
safety performance are improved，and there is no
conflict. Although the FCFS scheduling can avoid
waiting when the aircraft pushes back， the total
wasted time is much higher than that of the bilevel
programming，as more time is spent on avoiding
conflicts on the taxiway. It is anticipated conserva⁃
tively that each conflict takes 30 s to be resolved.
Given the assumption that the aircraft moves on at a
constant speed of 10 m/s，the operational time is the
sum of the travel time，the waiting time and the time
for solving the conflicts. It turns out the bilevel pro⁃
gramming surpasses the FCFS scheme in terms of
the average operational time， as illustrated in
Table 3.

Fig. 7 further compares the operational time of
each aircraft in these two methods. Scatters above
the dashed line（slope equals to 1） represents the
aircraft that have a longer operational time in FCFS
than in the bilevel programming，or vice versa. The
operational time in the bilevel programming is gener⁃
ally shown to be shorter due to its significant im ⁃
provement in avoiding conflicts. Only two aircraft

Fig.5 Evolution process of conflict points and total travel
distance

Table 3 Result comparison between the FCFS scheme
and the bilevel programming

Parameter
Total travel distance/m
Avg. travel distance/m
Total waiting time/s
Avg. waiting time/s
Number of conflicts

Avg. operational time/s

FCFS
35 330
2 208.1
0
0
9

254.6

Bilevel programming
36 050
2 253.1
186
11.6
0

236.9

Fig.6 Total time of the aircraft
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have an increased operational time after optimiza⁃
tion. Alhough it may need further investigation after⁃
wards，a possible explanation would be that their
taxi routes are relatively distant from the main traffic
flow on the ground，by which they are less likely to
conflict with other moving aircraft.

From the above comparisons，we can conclude
that the bilevel programming outperforms the FCFS
scheduling in terms of the total travel distance，the
taxi time and the number of conflicts. This is the be⁃
cause the bilevel programming regularly feedbacks
the routes and the waiting time，optimizing the taxi
routes as well as the reducing taxi conflicts in both
the spatial and the temporal ways. For example，spa⁃
tially，the aircraft selects a relatively short route and
taxies to the destination without passing by congest⁃
ed areas；or temporally， the aircraft chooses the
shorter waiting time and then starts to taxi after con⁃
flicts. In contrast，the FCFS scheduling is unable to
select shorter routes，or to avoid conflicts except
waiting. In conclusion，the bilevel programming is
superior to the FCFS scheduling in terms of the total
travel distance，the taxi time and the number of con⁃
flicts.

4. 2 Analysis of heuristic parameters

Looking at the solving method in the bilevel
programming，the value of mutation probability σ
and the number of duplications w have a significant
impact on the program execution and results. The
following part analyses their impacts on the simula⁃
tion results.

These two parameters are studied through con⁃
trolling variables. First，we hold the number of du⁃
plications w= 100 and change the value of mutation
probability from 0.2，0.4 to 0.6. Ensuring all other
conditions being equal，we repeat the simulation
test and average the test values. Some representa⁃
tive simulation results are chosen for the analysis，
as shown in Table 4.

In Table 4，the results are very close when the
mutation probability equals to 0.2 and 0.4，while
the average travel distance and the average waiting
time increase to some extent as the mutation proba⁃
bility rises to 0.6. The program executing time is
very similar among these three test groups，which is
acceptable. Whereas the most remarkable impact of
the mutation probability on this method is conver⁃
gence. When the mutation probability is 0.2，the al⁃
gorithm presents a slow convergence. It is not until
the 180th generation that the optimal solution is
found，or even no conflicts-free solutions can be ac⁃
quired at the end. When the mutation probability is
0.6，the optimal solution appears at the 10th genera⁃
tion，while too fast convergence tends to be trapped
into local optimum and lacks stability. Finally，the
algorithm convergence lingers when the mutation
probability is 0.4. It has a moderate convergence
while the speed is not too slow to find a satisfactory
optimal solution within the number of iterations set
before. From the above analysis，the result is better
when the mutation probability equals to 0.2 or 0.4，
rather than 0.6.

Multiple test results illustrate that when the
mutation probability is too small，the program will
have a slow convergence，or even no conflicts-free
solutions can be acquired within the maximum gen⁃
eration set in advance. This is caused by a lower

Fig.7 Aircraft operational time comparison between FCFS
and the bilevel programming

Table 4 Impacts of mutation probability

Mutation
probability

σ
0.2
0.4
0.6

Avg. travel
distance/m

2 264.7
2 253.1
2 312.5

Avg.
waiting
time/s
11.9
11.6
12.2

Program
executing
time/s
419
412
406

Avg.
iterations for
the optimum

180
113
10
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possibility of generating new excellent individuals
through mutation. Alternatively，the crossover oper⁃
ation within the population can hardly produce more
good individuals，leading to the algorithm’s slow⁃
ness of convergence and weakness in solving ability.
In addition，a too large mutation probability may en⁃
hance the randomness of individuals within the
whole population， resulting in early convergence
and local optimum. The movement plan is not fully
optimized as well.

Similarly，we hold the mutation probability
σ= 0.4 and assign w with 50，100，and 200. As all
other conditions being equal，we repeat the simula⁃
tion tests and average the test values. The results
are shown in Table 5.

In Table 5，the aircraft’s average travel dis⁃
tance and average waiting time show a downward
trend with the number of duplications increasing.
Additionally，the program executing time has a posi⁃
tive correlation with the number of duplications and
increase linearly.

The increase of the number of duplications en⁃
larges the population scale，so better solutions are
more likely to be acquired. The aircraft’s average
travel distance tends to decrease with the rise of the
number of duplications. However，it does not mean

“bigger is better”due to the demerits of larger data
size and more time spent on computation. So often
it takes a fair amount of time to make a little prog⁃
ress. In practical use，it is recommended to select a
value in the middle after several tests and compari⁃
sons，and to find the optimal results with acceptable
executing time.

5 Conclusions

This paper studies optimization of GMPs and
discusses the integration of both routing and schedul⁃

ing. By introducing the bilevel programming，an op⁃
timization model is established. An iterative heuris⁃
tic algorithm is designed for the model. Simulation
results indicate that the solving process has good
convergence and executing efficiency，and is able to
optimize taxi routes and waiting time simultaneous⁃
ly. As the application of the bilevel programming to
GMPs is rarely studied at present，research results
in this paper can be theory guidance to its future de⁃
velopment. The solving process of the bilevel pro⁃
gramming is a complete NP-hard problem. When
the scale of the problem is enlarged，computational
time will significantly increases as well. So the algo⁃
rithm used in this paper may not be capable of solv⁃
ing the problem anymore. In conclusion，research
direction in the future should focus on finding an effi⁃
cient globally optimal algorithm for the large-scale
bilevel programming.
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机场场面运行优化问题的双层规划方法

姜 雨 1，胡志韬 1，刘振宇 1，张皓瑜 1，王 喆 2

（1.南京航空航天大学民航学院，南京 211106，中国；2.北京首都国际机场股份有限公司，北京 100621，中国）

摘要：本文提出了基于双层规划的机场场面运行（Ground movement problem，GMP）优化模型，以解决机场场面

航空器滑行冲突，提高运行安全性和效率。该模型的特点是改变了以往独立的研究，对航空器路径选择和时序

安排进行协同优化。设计了一种迭代启发式算法对问题进行求解。以南京禄口国际机场为对象进行了仿真试

验，结果显示，在保证无冲突的前提下，本文提出的双层模型在航空器滑行时间方面明显优于目前广泛使用的先

到先服务（First⁃come⁃first⁃service，FCFS）调度方案。研究结果表明，该优化模型能够降低机场运营成本，提高

整体运行效率，对达到极限容量并面临需求持续增长的机场具有重要的决策支持作用。

关键词：机场场面运行；航空器路由调度；双层规划；迭代启发式；航空运输
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